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The Environmental Simulation Center, Ltd. (ESC) was retained by the City of
Kingston to review the “Visual Resource Assessment” of the Draft Generic
Environmental Impact Statement (DGEIS) produced for The Landing at Kingston
and Ulster by The Saratoga Associates (Appendix N of the DGEIS, dated March
2, 2004).
This review of the Visual Resource Assessment focuses on determining whether
Appendix N of the DGEIS is:
•

Accurate in respects to workmanship,

•

Complete in respect to the scope as required by State Environmental
Quality Review Act (SEQRA), New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the Final GEIS Scoping
Document,
Produced using methods that properly follow SEQRA, DEC and industry
“Best Practices” in the production of such materials.

•

Appendix N has six sections, all of which we have reviewed closely. We have
further supplemented our analysis by reviewing the original digital data, drafts
produced by The Saratoga Associates (Saratoga), and discussions with Saratoga
staff regarding the implementation of the methods used to produce the visual
simulations.

Part I: Accuracy of Appendix N

The ESC has evaluated every graphic in Appendix N and reviewed all text.
Those graphics and text that have errors or other issues are detailed below.
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Figure 3: The Primary Alternative Site Plan
On June 15th and 16th ESC staff visited the offices of Saratoga and was
provided with a detailed demonstration and explanation of how the graphics in
Appendix N were produced. During that visit the ESC was given access to
information that was not published in the DGEIS but was used to produce
information published in the DGEIS. One of the items we were shown was
the site plan from which the primary alternative site plan was modeled in 3D
for visual simulation.
The primary alternative site plan in Appendix N does not match the site plan
that was used for visual simulations: it is missing several buildings in Section
B and one large building in Section A along the Hudson. The annotated
images below demonstrate that these buildings are missing from the published
site plan.1

Close-up view from Section B showing
missing units with outline.

Close-up view of site plan from 3D model
used in simulations.
Figure 1: Site plan from Appendix N, Figure 3

1

The supporting images used in this document were scanned from paper copies. Their resolution
will not be as clear as the images in Appendix N.
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Close-up view from Section A showing
missing building with outline.

Close-up view of site plan from 3D model
used in simulations.
Figure 2: Site plan from Appendix N, Figure 3

The consequence of these differences is that the primary alternative visual
simulations do not accurately reflect the primary alternative site plan as
published in Appendix N. If the published site plan is the “correct” site plan,
then the digital site plan and the 3D model would have to be modified and all
photo simulations that include Sections A and B would have to be done again.
If the digital site plan is the “correct” site plan then the published site plan
would have to be modified. Changes to the site plan might also require text
changes throughout Appendix N and elsewhere in the DGEIS.
Figure 3 demonstrates that the site plan differences are not limited to buildings
but that screening trees in the published site plan and the visual simulation are
different.
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Close-up view from Section B showing
existing and proposed trees.

Close-up view of site plan from 3D model
used in simulations.
Figure 3: Site plan from Appendix N Figure 3

Section B contains “trees to remain” that in the visual simulation are identified
as “trees to be added” and Section C (not shown in detail above) shows “trees
to be added” that screen Viewpoints 35 and 36 but are not included as part of
the site plan.
Impact of the error
A visual simulation that is based on a site plan that does not match the site
plan published in the DGEIS is a serious oversight. However, if the error is in
the published site plan, then the fix is simple: merely modify the site plan. If
the error is in the 3D model, however, the fix would require that all the visual
simulations be redone since they all use the same 3D model. In an attempt to
determine which site plan actually describes the proposed action, we
examined other site plans in other volumes of the DGEIS.
We first examined the one labeled “Sheet No. SP-1,” dated 8/28/02 and
revised 12/16/02, which is a 2 foot by 3 three foot site plan that is a part of
Volume 3 of the DGEIS. This site plan bears only a vague similarity to the
preferred alternative.
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We then examined the site plan in the Executive Summary portion of the
DGEIS and found that this site plan does not match the site plan in Appendix
N, “Sheet No. SP-1”, or the site plan used in the photo simulations. The
differences between the site plan published in the Executive Summary and the
one used to perform the photo simulations are detailed on the next page as
Figures 4a and 4b. These two site plans were selected to be compared
because they are the ones with the fewest differences.
To assess an impact of a proposed action, the action itself must be understood.
A site plan is critical in identifying the proposed action. Because we found
three different versions of the preferred alternative site plan published in the
DGEIS, and yet another that was used to perform visual simulations, it is not
clear to us what exactly the proposed action is.
In the case of Appendix N, the visual simulations for the preferred alternative
do not match the site plan published in Appendix N, nor do they match the site
plan published in the Executive Summary. A DGEIS requires consistency in
the description of the proposed action. Here, four different site plans that are
supposed to describe the same action do not meet the level of consistency
required.
One might question the materiality of the inconsistencies in the site plan in the
Executive Summary and the site plan used in the photo simulations and if
those inconsistencies would make a difference in the visual impact of the
photo simulations. Certainly the inconsistencies between the commercial
buildings adjacent to the Hudson River in Section B may make a material
difference. The long building with no screening vegetation shown in the
Executive Summary might appear very different when compared to the two
smaller buildings screened by trees in the photo simulations. The answer to
the question of materiality, however, is speculative and should not have to be
answered; the preferred alternative site plan should be the same throughout
the DGEIS.
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Close-up view showing the locations with
mismatches circled in black.

Figure 4a: Site plan from the Executive Summary,
Figure 1-2

Close-up view from Section B showing
existing and proposed trees.

Figure 4b: Close-up view of site plan from 3D
model used in simulations.
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Figure 4: Viewpoint locations
This figure contains labeling and viewpoint location errors. The viewpoint
labeled “Viewpoint 36” should be labeled “Viewpoint 35” and the viewpoint
labeled “Viewpoint 35” should be labeled “Viewpoint 36”. Additionally, the
viewpoint that should be labeled “Viewpoint 36” is actually taken in a
different location and should be in the northwest part of Section C pointing
southeast from Main Street.

VP36 should be
renamed as VP35.

VP35 should be renamed
as VP36 and repositioned
toward the northwest

Figure 5: Viewpoints key map. Appendix N, Figure 5

Impact of the error
The labeling problems are minor errors that need to be fixed. The location of
Viewpoint 36 is more serious as it could mean that a viewpoint that the
Applicant agreed to evaluate was never evaluated (See Part II of this
evaluation).
Viewpoint 35:
Screening trees to be added, which mitigate the visual impact of the
development from this viewpoint, are not a part of the site plan in Appendix
N, nor the one in the Executive Summary. The screening method used for
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Impact of the error
If the site plan is correct and no screening trees are to be planted in this
location the visual impact of the error will be large as the trees obscure a large
percentage of the development. Otherwise, the site plan needs to be updated.
Viewpoint 36:
During the ESC’s visit to Saratoga’s offices on June 15th and 16th, we asked to
have Viewpoint 36 re-rendered using the same inputs and methods used to
create the image that appears on page 41 of Appendix N. Viewpoint 36 is an
ideal viewpoint for such auditing because it is entirely rendered using digital
inputs with a minor amount of artistic hand changes. It is also not heavily
screened by vegetation like Viewpoint 35.
We discovered that the simulation for Viewpoint 36 contains serious errors,
some of which are related to the fact that it failed the audit: when the image
was re-rendered by Saratoga using the same inputs and methods that were
supposed to be used in the Visual Impact Assessment the result did not match
the image for Viewpoint 36 published in Appendix N. A complete list of
errors found in Viewpoint 36 is as follows:
1. Viewpoint 36 is actually taken from Main Street in Section C, not
from First Avenue in Section D and is incorrectly located on the key
map.
2. The image does not include Main Street in the foreground, which is
shown in the current conditions photograph. At minimum, this
omission makes it difficult for the reader to orient the photo
simulation. It could also leave the viewer with the impression that
Main Street is going to be either moved or eliminated due to the
development. The site plans all agree that this is not part of the
proposed action.
3. The screening trees seen in Viewpoint 36 are not part of any published
site plan in the DGEIS.
4. The image that was recreated by Saratoga on June 16th as a part of the
audit is different than the image published in Appendix N. The
following page shows a scanned version of the one published in
Appendix N and a scanned version of the one created during the audit.
The shape and form of the 3D models should be identical.
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Figure 6a: Published computer rendering Appendix N, pg. 41

Figure 6b: Re-rendered output
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a. The condominium buildings at the center of the images have
architectural elements like windows, balconies, railings, and a
different roofline in the audited image. The image published in
Appendix N shows no such architectural elements.
b. The buildings to the left of the road are much higher than the
buildings shown in the same location on the original image.
c. (The differences in the landscape color and the road texture are
probably immaterial and are most likely a result of postproduction artistic hand changes.)
Saratoga explained that photo simulation for Viewpoint 36 as
published was created using an earlier version of the 3D model.
5. The text on page 35 of Appendix N states: “A high-resolution, photorealistic simulation of the proposed project was prepared from each
location.” This image is not photorealistic: the buildings have no
facades and the land and streetscape elements are cursory (except for
the trees, which are highly detailed).
Impact of the errors:
The consequences of these errors are serious:
• Because the buildings used in the audited version of Viewpoint 36 are
different (in terms of architectural details and building height) than the
published version of Viewpoint 36, then the reliability of every photo
simulation is in question.
• Viewpoint 36 appears to have been performed at a location that was
not approved at the expense of another that was approved by the
Planning Board. If this is the case, then Saratoga should analyze the
Viewpoint from First Street as approved by the Planning Board.
• If this image was actually “A high-resolution, photo-realistic
simulation of the proposed project” as described in the text, it would
appear dramatically different. In a photorealistic simulation, at a
minimum, buildings would be given façade s, and made to look like
residential buildings. A photorealistic simulation of this view would
provide the reader with the only view of the proposed action from a
close-up perspective unscreened by vegetation. This is an important
view to assess the visual impact of proposed mitigation measures that
minimize the visibility of the action from long distances. For example,
the text of the mitigation states: “Light colors will be avoided while
muted neutral and natural tones will be employed to the maximum
extent practicable to minimize contrast and to blend proposed
structures with the neutral natural tones of the background landscape.”
This statement manifests itself in the photo simulations as a gray for
the roofs and a light brown for all other colors in the buildings
including window frames, railings, doors and windows (where such
details exist). A close-up view of building façades that are a uniform
color is important to assess the close-up consequences of this
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Viewpoint 68:
Different data elements are “layers” in photo simulations that can be turned on
and off or edited independently in the simulations. In Viewpoint 68 the layer that
simulates the boats and the marina was turned off and is consequently not
represented in the image.
Impact of the error
The impact of this error would be visually apparent because the marina and the
boats are simulated as nearly white and they appear quite visible in Viewpoint 71
where the layer is properly represented. The fix is simple, however, since it
requires simply turning on that layer and republishing that image.
Figure 8: Neo-traditional Alternative Site Plan
This site plan shows no screening trees. According to Matt Allen the visual
simulations of the neo-traditional alternative were performed with screening trees
similar to those shown in the preferred alternative.
Impact of the error
The site plan for this alternative needs to be revised.
Figure 9: Reduced Density Alternative Site Plan
This site plan shows no screening trees, though screening trees are proposed. No
visual simulations were published using this alternative.
Impact of the error
The site plan for this alternative needs to be revised.
Other inconsistencies / text errors
3D model roof lines
The 3D model used in the photo simulations has lower roof lines than the images
published as Figures 1-3 and 1-4 of the DGEIS. These high roof lines were used
in an early draft we saw at Saratoga’s offices and the higher rooflines made a
larger visual impact in the photo simulations. The images in Figures 1-3 and 1-4
should be changed to reflect the actual proposed buildings, if those used in the
visual simulations are, indeed, correct.
Boulevards
In “Architectural and Site Design 2”, the text states, “Facility entrances will be
formalized with a curbed boulevard.” According to all of the site plans, this is not
the intention.

2

Pg 72
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Undeveloped open space
The Downsizing portion3 of the “Mitigation” section states that “The applicant
has committed to maintain approximately 318 acres (61% of the site) as
undeveloped open space . . . “ One published site plan (the one labeled SP-1)
labels much of this open space as “reserved for future development.”
Labeling errors
It appears that the alternatives are mislabeled on page 75 of Appendix N and in
Table 3 on page 76 of Appendix N. It is our understanding that the neotraditional alternative has the fewest number of housing units and, as a result, was
the alternative selected for visual simulations. No visual simulations were
performed on the reduced density alternative because its impact was assumed to
be in-between the preferred alternative and the neo-traditional alternative. If the
labels in the table on page 76 are, in fact, correct, and this is not a simple labeling
error, then simulations would need to be done for the reduced density alternative.

Part II Scope:

Requirements under SEQRA and the DEC Visual Policy 4 regarding assessing and
mitigating visual impacts are general state-wide guidelines. For example, there is
no requirement to perform photo simulations under SEQRA or the DEC Visual
Policy to assess the visual impact of a proposed action. That kind of detail comes
from the Scoping Document and the subsequent Planning Board meetings.
There are several major items missing from Appendix N of the DGEIS that are
required in the Scoping Document or subsequent Planning Board decisions.
There is at least one point in DEC’s Visual Policy Guidelines about the
reasonableness of the mitigation measures that needs to be discussed.
Scoping Document:
Night time potential impact
The Scoping Document requires “night-time illuminating due to building and
roadway lighting” to be considered as a part of the potential impacts. Night time
simulations are an effective way to meet this requirement of the scope. Night
time impacts are written about briefly and there are no night time visual
simulations. From our discussions with Matt Allen of Saratoga it was clear that
Saratoga had difficulty performing night time simulations and because Saratoga
was unable to produce them with any confidence of their accuracy they were
omitted. Indeed, at the planning board meeting of November 10th, 2003, Matt
Allen said he was having difficulty with this requirement stating that “…they
have done some research and have not found methodology and/or technology to
accurately portray a visual of the built out project at night.”
3

Pg 73
Specifically, “The DEC Policy System, Title: Assessing and Mitigating Visual Impacts” DEP00-2.” Henceforth referred to as the DEC’s Visual Policy.
4
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The biggest impediment to performing night time simulations is the lack of a
lighting plan for the proposed action. With no lighting plan, there is nothing to
simulate. Once a lighting plan was developed, if the applicant still had trouble
with performing the simulations for technical or methodological reasons, we
recommend they retain a lighting consultant who could perform night time
simulations and analysis.
Private Mansions
In the November 10th, 2003 session viewpoints were approved by the Planning
Board and agreed to by the applicant. Viewpoints were specific except for
“Private mansion on the east bank (where permission obtainable).” In our
discussions with Matt Allen, he said that he did not try to obtain permission from
any of the private mansions on the east bank. The logic behind the decision not to
try and obtain permission and perform photo simulations from these mansions is
detailed in footnote 9 on page 24 of Appendix N.
“Evaluation of potential visual impact on private property, not ordinarily available for public
access, is not standard practice under any visual assessment methodology. Such special
consideration creates the inherent issue of fairness in selectively evaluating a small group of
specific private properties, albeit estates of unquestioned cultural significance. Moreover,
such selective analysis tends to exaggerate the perceived magnitude of visual impact by
placing emphasis on views unavailable to the general public. For these reasons, the applicant
has not conducted detailed evaluation of the potential visual impact on privately owned estate
properties.”

When the applicant made the decision the Planning Board and/or City of Kingston
staff should have been informed.
Further, to say that “visual impact on private property . . . is not standard practice
under any visual assessment methodology.” is not true in our experience. The
selection of these viewpoints is completely reasonable. Many of the estates are on
the National or State Register of Historic Places and by virtue of having these
designations they meet criteria of being in the public interest as a visual resource 5.
The DGEIS is also not clear when these viewpoints are identified as “Private
Estate – No Access” in Table 2 on page 26. Footnote 9 explains that the
consultant did not attempt to gain access, not that no access was granted after an
attempt.
It could be reasonably argued that adding these viewpoints would not add
materially to the content of the visual simulations. Viewpoints 71 to 73 (taken
from boats in the Hudson) and Viewpoint 75 (from Ferncliff Nursing Home)
might be very similar to the views from the private estates. While the Hudson
views are unimpeded, they are taken from a much lower elevation and the
5

DEC Visual Policy (DEP-00-2) Part V, Section A, Number 1.
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Ferncliff Nursing Home view is largely screened by vegetation on the east bank
of the Hudson. Regardless, the visual impact of the action from the various
private estates is unnecessary speculation. In the November 10th, 2003 public
meeting, the Planning Board decided, and the applicant agreed, to attempt to gain
access and perform photo simulations from these sites. Because this was not done
simply omitting the private estates means that the requirements of the Scoping
Document have not been met.
Landscape Plans
The Scoping Document says: “Proposed change in the visual environment will be
illustrated from selected viewpoints using photo simulations supplemented by
architectural renderings, photos and landscape plans.” There is no landscape plan
in Appendix N and no landscape plan was used in the photo simulations. The
photo simulations are performed with trees to remain and trees added as
mitigation measures, not street trees or any other landscape elements.
By not having a landscape plan as a part of the photo simulations the applicant
assumes 1) that there will be no part of the added landscape that would itself have
a negative impact on visual resources, and 2) that the landscape has no screening
impact on the action. The former is a reasonable assumption and the latter is a
reasonable worse-case assumption. As a result, the impact of omitting the
landscape plan from the photo simulations would probably be very small.
Nevertheless, strictly speaking, since the Scoping Document requires that the
“proposed change in the visual environment will be illustrated . . . with landscape
plans,” the lack of a landscape plan means that the requirements of the Scoping
Document have not been met.
Architectural Designs
The Scoping Document states: “A description of changes to on-site landscapes,
and a determination of visual impacts resulting from the colors and architectural
designs proposed under the project will also be evaluated.” Architectural designs
typically manifest themselves in façade details and architectural articulation on
the 3D models. There are no façade details or architectural articulation on most
of the buildings in the proposed action.
Location of Viewpoint 36
The moving of Viewpoint 36 to the north means that there are no close-up
viewpoints of the proposed action taken from the City of Kingston and two closeup viewpoints taken from the Town of Ulster. Jurisdiction may have been a
material factor in the Planning Board’s decision to locate Viewpoint 36 along
First Avenue instead of Main Street and this Viewpoint may need to be moved.
The DEC Visual Policy
Reasonable mitigation strategies
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“Light colors will be avoided while muted neutral and natural tones will be employed to
the maximum extent practicable to minimize contrast and blend proposed structures with
the neutral natural tones of the background landscape.”
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The body of the DGEIS amends this statement to read:
“Proposed building exteriors will be constructed out of wood, stone and other materials
of natural appearance. Light colors will be avoided while muted neutral and natural tones
will be employed to the maximum extent practicable to minimize contrast and blend
proposed structures with the neutral natural tones of the background landscape. 6”

These statements describe reasonable mitigation measures.
The photo simulations, however, do not match these statements. The photo
simulations assume that every façade detail (railings, doors, balconies, even the
windows themselves) is the same shade of brown7. Roofs are assumed to be a
uniform shade of gray. Assuming that every detail of a building other than the
roof will be the exact same color is not a reasonable mitigation measure since we
can say with a high degree of confidence that the actual development will have
some variation in color and texture.
Remaking the 3D model to add some variation in color, which is in keeping with
the text of the body of the DGEIS, may make a difference on the visual impact on
the photo simulations and is a better representation of how the development will
appear.

Part III Methods:
The technical methods described in Sections 4.1 and 4.5 generally follow at least
the minimum industry standards in the development of viewshed maps and photo
simulations.
We have noted several areas where graphics could be improved either by a better
implementation of the method, a better tool to implement the method, or a better
explanation of the graphic conventions used. Those detailed suggestions will
follow in a subsequent report and if followed should make for more readable
graphics.

6

Pg 3-147
In the printed materials there may appear to be variation color due to screening effects of trees
and shading effects but the 3D model used shows every detail as this uniform color.
7
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The DGEIS that has been submitted contains serious errors and inconsistencies,
and is incomplete according to the required scope. In summary, the most serious
issues are as follows:
The most serious inconsistency is the fact that of the three site plans for the
preferred alternative published in the DGEIS that we reviewed, plus the digital
representation of the site plan used in the photo simulations, are all different from
each other. This creates serious questions as to definition of the proposed action,
the ramifications of which go well beyond Appendix N of the DGEIS.
Even if all site plans had matched exactly, the fact that the only viewpoint that we
audited 8 exhibited differences between what was published and what was
produced in the audit creates questions as to the validity of every photo
simulation. Are the published photo simulations using the “correct” version of
the model? With the evidence we have there is no way to know for sure.
Of the scoping issues the fact that the night time impacts of the proposed action
were omitted, and that there was no attempt to access the private estates on the
east bank, are serious deficiencies. The lack of architectural design in most of the
3D model and a missing landscape plan are less serious but still indicate that the
DGEIS does not meet the requirement of the Scoping Document.
Finally, the simulation of the proposed action—the 3D model—has serious
deficiencies. First, the uniform color choice, while selected as a mitigation
measure, does not match the text of the DGEIS and is not a reasonable mitigation
measure as required by the DEC Visual Policy. Second, the inclusion of
architectural elements in the condo buildings but in none of the other buildings is
odd and seems arbitrary. Elements of the proposed action should be represented
evenly and while the condo buildings are more prominent in most views, the low
rise buildings are most prominent in Viewpoints 35 and 36. Matt Allen explained
that while he would have liked to include more detail in the low rise buildings, the
information was not available to him, and even if he did have the information, he
did not have the computational resources to render such detailed photo
simulations. These are not convincing explanations. Figures 1-3 and 1-4 of the
DGEIS show the façades of the buildings in question. Further, there is no
requirement that the representation of the action contain the extensive details used
in the condominium buildings. The details can simply be representative of
intention.
We believe these changes to the 3D model of the proposed action are important to
assessing and understanding the actual visual impact of the proposed action.

8

Audit means have Saratoga recreate using the same inputs and methods and see if the results are
the same as to what was published in the DGEIS.
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Should you have questions or comments about this review please do not hesitate
to contact me at 212-279-1851.
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George M. Janes, AICP
Executive Director

